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epidemic inception
Marc Souris and Jean-Paul Gonzalez
1 The case-fatality rate of a disease in a population is an index of severity of the disease
in that population, and of the capacity of the healthcare system to reduce mortality. In
principle, this allows to compare the effectiveness of healthcare systems across regions
or countries: when population risk factors and reporting systems are identical, case-
fatality rate evaluation represents an excellent tool for analyzing, understanding and
improving the overall performance of the health system, particularly at the level of
hospital  units.  Studying the magnitude of  differences in case-fatality  rates  between
units also makes it possible to assess the impact of the quality of the health system on
case-fatality.
2 Since the beginning of the Covid-19 epidemic, the case-fatality rate (CFR) of Covid-19
and the differences between countries have been the subject of many questions about
national  pandemic  response  policies  and  patient  treatment.  Most  studies  on  the
lethality of Covid-19 seek to estimate the true lethality of the disease, an issue that has
been addressed since the beginning of the epidemic.
3 The aim of this article is to analyze the effectiveness of the healthcare system in France
in the context of the Covid-19 epidemic. This study also discusses the differences and
the comparison on case-fatality rates published by the international agency by country
(May 2020).
4 The principal objective of this article is  to estimate the influence of the healthcare
system on lethality by analyzing the spatial variability of the hospital case-fatality rate
(confirmed hospitalized cases and hospital deaths) between metropolitan districts in
France during the first wave of the epidemic in France (19 March to 28 May). The study
focuses on the extent of spatial differences in the case-fatality rate between districts.
The other objective is to analyze the case-fatality rate observed in metropolitan France
with the one calculated for other countries.
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5 This study is based on daily hospitalization and death declaration data by district. Since
age is a major risk factor for death for Covid-19 patients, all rates were standardized on
this factor. In order to estimate whether possible congestion in the healthcare system
influenced  hospital  case-fatality  rate,  we  studied  the  correlations  between
hospitalization and hospital lethality. Inpatient severity was estimated using the ICU
rate  (number  of  patients  admitted  in  intensive  care  /number  of  inpatients).  We
analyzed also relationship between standardized CFR and healthcare system capacity.
6 This study shows that the high case-fatality rates observed in France in some districts
during the first wave of the Covid-19 epidemic could be linked to two phenomena: on
the one hand, to the high level of morbidity in the district, and therefore to the possible
tension in the healthcare systems during the acute phase of the epidemic; on the other
hand,  when the hospitalization rate  remained low,  to  healthcare access  in  sparsely
populated districts. 
 
Fig. A typology combining standardized hospitalization rates (H) and standardized case-fatality
rates (L) in five classes. The purple class (High H, high L) correspond to the epicenters of the
epidemic, is clustered, and include the densely populated areas of Ile-de-France. The red class (low
H, high L) is geographically dispersed, sparsely populated and mainly located in rural areas.
 
7 Nevertheless,  the  increase  in  the  standardized case-fatality  rate  due  to  exceptional
situations  during  the  peak  of  the  epidemic  cannot  explain  the  magnitude  of  the
difference  observed  between  the  average  case-fatality  rate  in  France  and  those
reported for all  countries by international organizations or information sites (WHO,
Wordometer, etc.). These differences most likely stem from the unequal reporting of
cases and deaths depending on the country, and not from patient management.
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